Theme games and activities:

Pixie Hollow Games

Fairy Fitness Guide

Pixie Hollow Games

Flitterific Fitness Guide

Instructions

1. Print out the guide and read the disclaimer

2. Cut and fold along the lines designated below:

CUT

FOLD

3. Collect all 12 of the fairy talent training guides!
TINK'S EXER-"DICE"

HOW TO PLAY

1. Think of six physical fitness activities.
2. Use the Disney Fairies "Dice" template provided and follow the instructions to create your own "Exer-"Dice".
3. Roll the dice and take turns acting out your actions sides of the dice! One exercise per side.
4. Add your favorite exercises or fairy activities to the game.
5. Roll the dice and take turns acting out your actions.
6. Think of six physical fitness activities.

Fairy Mary, May I?

First one to move all the way forward and touch back to the starting line. If any fingers to get "Fairy Mary, Mary, May I?" before the fairy responds with "Fairy Mary, Mary, May I?" steps forward. Fairy Mary then says, "Yes, and the fairy does as Away from Fairy Mary. Have the rest of your fairy friends stand about 20 ft. Pick a player to be Fairy Mary.
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